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highly paid  Superintendent and   two   Assistants.    The
reduction of one post, of Assistant results in a saving of Rs. 5,160,
We notice that there is a Superintendent in the grade of Rs. 200-375, for the maintenance of Jubilee Hall in
the Public Gardens. This seems quite unnecessary. The Garden Superintendent is certainly not overburdened with work and he can quite easily look after this* The jsaving will be Rs. 3,9-48.
H.E.H.'s Peski.—'We notice  that the   head of   this
Department is termed Chief Secretary and gets a salary
"corresponding to that of Secretaries of departments. In the present circumstances, the duties and responsibilities of this post have been greatly reduced. The Secretary .to the Governor in Provinces is often not even a permanent Collector. An Officer in the Taluqdar's grade should suffice.
Co-operative.—The Registrar, Co-operative Societies, is in most Provinces not of higher rank than a Collector, and there is no reason why in Hyderabad this should not be so. We suggest that the Registrar should be in the Taluqdar's grade and his Joint and Deputy Registrars should not draw salaries higher than those of Second _Taluqdars.
Agriculture.—The Chief Marketing  Officer is drawing
-pay on the Taluqdar's scale.    This seems unnecessarily
high and is, perhaps* because he is in independent charge.
As in most Provinces, he should be put under the Director
of Agriculture and allowed .salary in the second grade.
Jails.—The Superintendents of Jails seem to us to be in a scale higher than the duties of their appointment justify. We would put them in the second grade and the Assistant Superintendents in the grade below that.
Secretariat.—We notice that there is a Special Financial Adviser for the Godavari Valley Scheme. The amount of work is not very large* and the Finance Department should be able to handle this work without having a separate officer. The savings on this account Will be Rs. 45,142.
The Army Secretariat has been abolished and •3Rs.: l$&875,tuider the budget are presumably saved- In
,the' Lafeoito"'Department,  there is   an officer on s

